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Measurement of the 8Li „n,g…

9Li cross section at astrophysical energies by reverse kinematics
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We have made the first attempt at determining the8Li( n,g) 9Li cross section at astrophysical energies. This
reaction competes with the8Li( a,n)11B reaction in the inhomogeneous big bang model and with8Li b decay
in the r process. It may affect the primordial abundance and the stellar production of A.12 nuclei. Using a
radioactive beam of9Li and the Coulomb dissociation method we attempted to measure the cross section of the
inverse reaction9Li( g,n)8Li. We report only an upper limit because we were unable to determine and subtract
the nuclear dissociation. Through the detailed balance theorem, this lead to an upper limit for the cross section
of interest,8Li( n,g) 9Li. The limit is 1968 b for En 5 0–500 keV or, when expressed as a reaction rate, 7200
cm3 s21 mole21. @S0556-2813~98!02702-2#

PACS number~s!: 26.35.1c, 25.40.Lw, 25.60.2t, 26.30.1k
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I. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of an inhomogeneous matter distribut
during the early big bang@1# suggests that neutrons wou
diffuse from the high-density regions into the low-dens
regions because of their longer scattering length, crea
proton-rich and neutron-rich regions of space. Nucleosyn
sis in the proton regions would be similar to that in t
standard big bang model, but in the neutron regions nuc
synthesis would be very different~see Fig. 1!. One possible
result of neutron-rich nucleosynthesis is the production
observable amounts ofA.12 nuclei by ther process. Once
7Li is produced, the primary reaction chain toA.12 nuclei
begins with 7Li( n,g)8Li( a,n)11B, with a weaker branch
through 7Li( a,g)11B. A key reaction in determining the pri
mordial abundances ofa.12 nuclei is 8Li neutron capture,
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which provides a leak from the primary reaction chain. D
pending on the rate, this reaction could reduceA.12 pro-
duction by as much as 50 percent@2#.

The post-collapse phase of a type II supernova may p
vide yet another opportunity for ther process to produce
heavy isotopes@3–5#. Beginning in a He-rich environmen
the mass-8 gap would be bridged by either the triple-alp
process or thea1a1n→9Be reaction. The bridging reac
tions would continue until a neutron-rich freeze-out o
curred, triggering ther process. If there was sufficient neu
tron abundance, it would also be possible to bridge
mass-8 gap through the reaction chain~see Fig. 1!
4He(2n,g)6He(2n,g)8He(b2)8Li( n,g)9Li @6#. Such a re-
action chain would start an alternative path that would p
ceed along the neutron-rich side of the line of stability. Th
chain could lead to significant production of36S, 40Ar, 46Ca,
48Ca, isotopes whose origins are still uncertain. To what
tent this chain competes with the8Li( b2) 8Be~2a) decay
chain depends on the neutron density and the cross se
for the 8Li( n,g)9Li reaction.

A number of theoretical estimates exist for the size of
8Li( n,g) 9Li cross section. Some of the estimates are ba
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on microscopic model calculations of the8Li structure@7,8#;
others are estimates based on the systematics of simila
clei @9,10#. These estimates vary by over an order of mag
tude; consequently, the predicted abundance ofA.12 nuclei
remains very uncertain.

8Li’s half-life of less than 1 second probably makes
direct measurement of the capture cross section imposs
Fortunately, we can produce a beam of9Li nuclei, perform a
measurement of the inverse reaction,9Li 1 g→ 8Li 1 n,
and use the principle of detailed balance@11# to deduce the
cross section for the neutron capture reaction. The pho
for the inverse reaction are obtained by passing the9Li
through the virtual photon field near a high-Z nucleus such
as Pb or U. This method of studying radiative capture re
tions by Coulomb dissociation was first suggested by Ba
Bertulani, and Rebel@12,13#. Since we have no control ove
the energy of the absorbed photon, it is necessary to mea
it for each event. To determine the photon energy, which
the sum of the decay energyEd and the neutron separatio
energySn54.05 MeV, we measureEd by making a complete
kinematic measurement of the reaction products.

We note that the virtual photons have a monotonica
decreasing energy spectrum, and, with a minimum energ
4.05 MeV, it is likely that nuclear dissociation will compe
effectively with Coulomb dissociation. Our planned proc
dure, therefore, was to measure the dissociation cross se
for six different target nuclei withZ ranging from 6 to 92.
For the lowest-Z targets, we expected the Coulomb cont
bution to be negligible compared to the nuclear dissociat
We could then have used these cross sections to estimat
nuclear contribution of the higher-Z targets. Unfortunately
we did not obtain a sufficient yield from the low-Z targets to
make any reasonable calculation of their dissociation cr
section. As a result, we interpret our data from the two hi
Z targets~see Table I! as an upper limit to the Coulom
dissociation, and thus report the neutron capture cross
tion also as an upper limit.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The measurements were performed at the National Su
conducting Cyclotron Laboratory~NSCL!. The laboratory’s

FIG. 1. The solid lines indicate reaction chains to11B, which
leads toA.12 nuclei through ther process. The dashed lines ind
cate destructive chains leading to4He production.
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A1200 Spectrograph@14# was used to produce an isotop
cally pure beam of9Li by a fragmentation reaction of 60
MeV/nucleon15N on a thick 9Be target. The beam of 28.5
MeV/nucleon9Li was sent into an experimental hall wher
after passing through a target, the charged fragments w
detected in a Si-CsI telescope and the neutrons were dete
in the Neutron Wall Array@15#.

Since big-bang nucleosynthesis begins when the temp
ture has dropped tokT'100 keV, the8Li( n,g) 9Li reaction
is of astrophysical importance for neutrons of similar ener
Consequently, we were primarily interested in photodisin
grations with photon energies just above the binding ene
4.05 MeV. With a 9Li beam energy of 28.53 MeV/nucleon
the beam velocity was much greater than the velocities of
decay products in the9Li rest frame; as a result, the deca
products were forward focused in the laboratory.

To accommodate the forward focusing we placed both
fragment and neutron detectors at zero degrees with res
to the beam. The telescope was able to act as the beam
because the beam current for the secondary radioactive b
was much less than a typical primary beam; for our9Li
beam the rate was about 5000 per second. Unfortunately
zero degree telescope provided more material in which
9Li could interact than did the target. To account for th
effect, we made target-in and target-out measurements
subtracted the target-out yield from the target-in yield to o
serve the reactions from the target.

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experime
setup. The A1200 Spectrograph is not shown in the figu
nor is a small, thin plastic scintillator detector placed af
the telescope and subtending the same solid angle as
Neutron Wall Array. This plastic scintillator was used
veto protons produced with enough energy to reach the N
tron Wall Array.

A. Fragment telescope

The fragment telescope performed four functions: it ide
tified the 8Li fragments from among the unreacted9Li beam
particles and other fragments and it provided the energy
angle of emission of each8Li. Its fourth function was to
provide a timing signal that, in conjunction with a timin
signal from the Neutron Wall Array, gives the neutron flig
time from the target to the array. The particle identification
accomplished by using the technique of aDE-E telescope
configured to determine both the mass and charge of
fragment@16#.

The fragment telescope consisted of three individual
tectors: a Si-strip detector 11.5 cm downstream from the
get for transverse position,DE and timing information; a Si
PIN diode detector for additionalDE information; and a CsI
stopping detector for residual energy information. Both

TABLE I. Target, thickness, and energy loss for 28.53 Me
nucleon 9 Li particles.

Target
Thickness
~mg/cm2)

DE
~MeV!

U 339.2 27.27
Pb 495.0 40.77
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FIG. 2. A schematic drawing showing the arrangement of the equipment. The Si-CsI telescope is 11.5 cm downstream from t
and the center of the Neutron Wall Array is 5 meters downstream from the target.
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detectors had an active area of 535 cm2, and each was ap
proximately 300mm thick. The Si-strip detector had 16 ve
tical strips on one side and 16 horizontal strips on the ot
side. When a Li particle passed through the strip detec
most of the charge was collected on a single vertical s
and a single horizontal strip, thereby identifying the locati
of the event. The CsI detector was a 0.5-cm-thick squ
crystal, 6 cm on a side, and it was viewed by four Si-P
diode detectors optically coupled to the back side of the c
tal. By summing theDE signals from the Si detectors an
comparing the sum to the energy deposited in the CsI de
tor, we identified the different fragment isotopes that ente
the telescope.

The Si detectors were calibrated with both a228Th
a-particle source and a series of calibration beams. The
ergy deposited in the Si detectors by thea particles is inde-
pendent of the thickness of the Si detectors because
a-particles’ ranges are sufficiently smaller than the thic
ness. Conversely, each calibration beam passed throug
Si detectors, and the energy deposited depended on the t
ness of the detectors. By comparing the two calibrations,
were able to check the manufacturer’s value of the thickn
of each detector. The calibrated energy signals were sum
to produce theDE value for the particle identification. Th
fragment’s total energy was obtained by adding theDE
value to the residual energy deposited in the CsI crystal.
measured energy resolution of theDE value was about 6%
FWHM.

The light output of the CsI crystal, as a function of ener
deposited, varies throughout the volume of the crystal. T
produces very poor energy resolution when the crysta
viewed as a whole by the PIN diode detectors. To optim
the resolution, we used the pixel information from the
strip detectors to calibrate 163165256 discrete regions o
the CsI detector. Although the resolution still varied amo
regions, the mean resolution was 2.6% FWHM; the best
gion had a resolution of 1.5% FWHM and no region used
r
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the analysis had a resolution worse than 3.0% FWHM. T
errors from the Si detectors and the CsI detector combin
quadrature to give about 2% FWHM for the total fragme
energy.

B. Neutron Wall Array

We detected the neutrons with the NSCL’s Neutron W
Array @15#, a large 232 m2, position-sensitive neutron de
tector. Although the detector consists of two 232 m2

planes, only half of one plane was available at the time of
experiment. Each plane consists of an array of 25 2-m-lo
glass cells filled with a liquid scintillator, and the array
oriented so that the normal to the plane is parallel to
beam axis~see Fig. 2!. The cells are 7.62 cm high and 6.3
cm deep, and each cell is viewed by two photomultipl
tubes~PMT! optically coupled to the ends of the cell.

The primary mechanism for detecting neutrons with en
gies of 5–30 MeV is by observing the scintillation from
recoiling proton that has elastically scattered a neutron.
proton scintillation process cannot provide unique inform
tion about the incident energy of the neutron; therefore, i
necessary to use the time-of-flight~TOF! method to deter-
mine the energy of the incident neutron. When using
TOF method, the energy resolution is dependent on two
tors: the intrinsic time resolution of the detector and t
length of the flight path. The flight path was 5.07 mete
from the target to center of the array; this value was cho
as a balance between the acceptable solid angle subtend
the detector and the required energy resolution.

The Neutron Wall Array has a scintillator volume o
about 500 l, spread through two thin detecting planes wit
very large surface area. This configuration makes it very s
sitive to cosmic-ray andg-ray backgrounds, since cosmic
ray efficiency is primarly dependent on the detector’s surf
area. To eliminate this background, the Neutron Wall Arr
was built using the liquid scintillator NE-213, which has th
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well-known property of pulse-shape-discrimination~PSD!,
allowing us to distinguish between neutron events a
g-ray/cosmic-ray background events. Figure 3 demonstr
the PSD properties of the Neutron Wall Array. In this figu
an integral of the early part of the PMT signal, QFAST,
plotted against an integral of the total signal for events
curing along the entire length of the cell. To remove a po
tion dependence caused by light absorption, we plot
square root of the product of the total signals from the t
PMT signals on the abscissa and the square root of the p
uct of the QFAST signals on the ordinate. The high qua
PSD provided by the Neutron Wall Array was crucial
successfully executing this experiment.

The upper pane of Fig. 4 shows the TOF spectrum for
cell in the neutron wall, including allg-ray and cosmic-ray
events. The TOF was measured between the Si-strip dete
and the mean-time of the two PMTs on the cell. It is n
possible to know an exact zero for the clock from the el
tronics; therefore, we use the observed promptg-ray peak in
the TOF spectrum to determine the time-equals-zero ch
nel. The promptg-ray peak was produced when the Neutr
Wall Array detected promptg rays from nuclear interaction
in the target and telescope. Since theg-rays’ flight time is
independent of energy, and we know the flight path, we
determine when the clock started. The width of this peak
measure of the intrinsic time resolution of the neutron det
tor and allows us to know the neutron energy resolution.
a 24-MeV neutron, over the 5-m flight path, the FWH
energy resolution is 3%. The lower pane of Fig. 4 show
neutron-only TOF spectrum for all the cells used during
experiment.

III. ANALYSIS

The primary difficulty in the data analysis was identifyin
of the 8Li particles in the telescope. Although the coinc

FIG. 3. A low energy pulse-shape-discrimination spectrum fo
cell in the Neutron Wall Array.
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dence requirement with a neutron in the Neutron Wall Arr
eliminates all but a few of the9Li from the telescope spec
trum, it was also necessary to distinguish the8Li from 7Li,
4He, and reaction products produced in the telescope its

When an interaction produced a detected neutron, it w
difficult to determine whether the interaction took place
the target or the telescope. To remove this telescope b
ground, we measured the cross section with the target
without the target, the so-called target-in and target-out m
surements, and subtracted the target-out cross section
the target-in cross section. To avoid creating systematic
rors between the two measurements, the beam energy fo
target-out measurement was reduced by an amount equ
lent to the energy loss in the targets.

To identify the 8Li isotopes from theDE-E spectrum, we
took advantage of the fact that light ions, such as He and
obey the empirical power-law formulaR5aEa, whereR is
the range of a particle with an energyE, anda and a are
constants@17#. Using this power-law relationship, a particle
identification~PID! function was derived@16# that is directly
proportional to the mass and charge squared (AZ2). The PID
function is expressed as

PID5Ea2~E2DE!a ~1!

whereE is the total energy of the fragment entering the S
CsI telescope,DE is the energy loss in the Si detectors, a
a is selected to provide a constant value of PID over

a

FIG. 4. Time-of-flight~TOF! spectra for the Neutron Wall Ar-
ray. The upper pane shows the TOF spectrum for one cell witho
neutron PSD filter applied to the data, the lower pane shows
TOF spectrum for all active cells with a neutron PSD filter.
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energy range of interest for a given fragment species. For
range of energy, values ofa from 1.75 to 1.80 are accep
able. We useda51.78.

The FWHM of the PID peak for a given isotope can
found from the widths of the individual detector resolutio
and the two relations

E5ECsI1DE ~2!

and

sPID
2 5a2@sCsI

2 ~Ea212ECsI
a21!21sDE

2 E2~a21!#. ~3!

The results are given in Table II for9Li and for its heavier
dissociation products.

The upper pane of Fig. 5 shows the PID spectrum for

TABLE II. Energy losses, particle identification~PID! values,
and FWHM values of PID for9Li and for its heavier dissociation
products.

Isotope
E

~MeV!
ECsI

~MeV!
DE

~MeV!
PID
420

FWHMPID

420

9Li 210 185.6 24.4 134.2 9.4
8Li 185 160.4 24.6 121.6 8.5
7Li 165 140.8 24.2 108.9 7.8
6Li 140 115.6 24.4 95.4 6.6
8He 185 174.1 10.9 55.7 3.8
6He 140 129.2 10.8 44.2 3.1
4He 95 84.3 10.7 31.7 2.1

FIG. 5. The PID spectra for the Pb target. The upper pane sh
the target-in/target-out data; the lower pane shows the differenc
the two along with the best fits to a Gaussian distribution for4He,
7Li, 8Li.
ur

elead target and for the target-out~telescope contribution!; the
lower pane shows the difference between the two spec
Although the 8Li yield was small, the7Li peak is clear
enough that we were able to fit it to a Gaussian distributi
Allowing all the parameters to vary, we obtained good agr
ment between the centroid~PID420! and width values in
Table II and the fit results. The fit to the8Li peak shown is
the result of fitting the7Li and 8Li region of data to a double
Gaussian distribution, holding fixed the centroids and widt
~The 4He peak is half way between the expected4He and
6He peaks from Table II; this is attributed to the nonline
response and projectile-Z dependence of the CsI light ou
put.! Figure 6 is the equivalent PID spectrum for the alum
num target; although there is a prominent7Li peak, any8Li
events, whose centroid should be channel 122, are lost in
noise.

The large amount of7Li present in the spectra was no
expected. Given the complicated method of producing a9Li
beam, it is natural to wonder whether the peak designa
7Li was not actually8Li and the peak designated8Li was
not actually unreacted9Li in chance coincidence with a neu
tron. To answer this, we analyzed the telescope events
were not in coincidence with an event in the Neutron W
Array; their PID values were what we expected for9Li. We
are thus confident that the calibrations are correct.

After using the PID value to identify the8Li fragments,
we next used their total energy and direction from the tar
to determine their lab velocity,V8Li

lab . We did the same for the
neutrons to obtainVn

lab. Using these values for each even
we determined the event’s decay energyEd from

s
of

FIG. 6. The PID spectra for the Al target. The upper pane sho
the target-in/target-out data; the lower pane shows the differenc
the two.
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Ed5
1

2
mVrel

2 5
1

2
m~Vn

lab2V8Li
lab !2, ~4!

wherem is the reduced mass, andV rel is the relative velocity
of the reaction products@18#. The yields for decay-energ
bins of width 0.5 MeV are shown in Fig. 7 for the Pb and
targets. The error bars shown are statistical.

To obtain the dissociation cross section from this m
sured yield, we must know the efficiency of our detecti
system. Two factors constitute the detection efficiency:
intrinsic efficiency of each detector, and the geometrical
ceptance of the detectors. The geometrical acceptance
creases with increasing decay energy, therefore, the
ciency must be folded with the decay energy distribution a
cannot be simply applied to the total yield as a single fac
Given that the intrinsic efficiency of the telescope was 1
percent, and using the simulation code TOTEFF@19# to de-
termine the energy-dependent efficiency of the Neutron W
Array, we used the Monte Carlo method to simulate vario
decay energies and the geometric acceptance of our ap
tus to determine the overall energy-dependent efficiency

To determine the photodisintegration cross section fr
the measured dissociation cross section, we calculated
virtual photon spectrum for the Pb and U targets. The ca

FIG. 7. Relative energy distributions for the U and Pb targe
The solid circles represent the target-in data and the open ci
represent the target-out data.
-

e
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lation and Coulomb dissociation process are discusse
length in a review paper by Bertulani and Baur@13#. Sackett
has shown that the relativistic approximation for the sp
trum is valid for 11Li in our velocity range@20#, that there is
little dependence on the projectile radius, and that the r
tivistic approximation is independent of the mass of the p
jectile. With these approximations the spectrum is given

nE1~Eg /\!5
2

p
ZT

2aS c

v D 2FxK0K12
1

2S v
cD 2

x2~K1
22K0

2!G ,
~5!

whereK0 andK1 are modified Bessel functions of the arg
mentx, with x5Egbmin /\gv. The minimum impact param
eter,bmin , is the sum of the target and projectile radii.

IV. RESULTS

If Y is the 8Li yield for some range of decay energy, the
the measured dissociation cross section,smeasured, is given
by

smeasured5
Y

«NTNP
, ~6!

where« is the detection efficiency for the measured dec
energy,NP is the number of incident9Li particles, andNT is
the number of target atoms per square centimeter. We ob
the differential cross section by dividingsmeasuredby the
range of decay energies used to obtainsmeasured. Then, with
the extreme assumption that all ofsmeasuredis the result of
Coulomb dissociation,s (g,n) at energyEg can be determined
from the measured differential Coulomb excitation cross s
tion ds/dEg as

s~g,n!5
Eg

nE1

ds

dEg
, ~7!

whereEg is the virtual photon energy andnE1 is the virtual
photon spectrum for electric dipole photons. Finally, we u
the detailed balance theorem@11# to calculate the radiative
capture cross section,8Li( n,g) 9Li. Table III shows the re-
sults of these calculations. For each target, two decay en
bins, 0.0–0.5 MeV and 0.5–1.0 MeV, were considered.

Although we have only been able to determine an up
limit to the radiative neutron capture cross section for8Li, it
is still of some use for its astrophysical implications cons
ering the large range of theoretical estimates. These e

.
es
TABLE III. Radiative capture cross section calculated from the detailed balance theorem.

Decay ~Upper limit!
Target energy Observed counts smeasured n(Eg) s (g,n) s (n,g)

~MeV! ~mb! ~mb! ~mb! ~mb! (mb! (mb!

U 0.0–0.5 29.4 616.1 13.9 67.6 225.44 0.53 60.3 19.1 610.4
U 0.5–1.0 21.2 614.9 10.2 67.1 186.05 0.53 60.4 7.9 65.5
Pb 0.0–0.5 29.9 620.0 10.8 67.2 188.56 0.50 60.3 17.8 611.9
Pb 0.5–1.0 23.6 618.6 8.7 66.9 154.16 0.54 60.4 8.1 66.4
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mates are shown in Fig. 8 along with our measured lim
from the Pb and U targets. The estimates shown are for
direct capture to the ground state unless otherwise noted
compare our data only to the ground state capture since
9Li is in its ground state when we measure the inverse re
tion 9Li( g,n)8Li. Direct capture to the ground state shou
be stronger than to the one bound excited state at 2.69 M
@21# since the transition strength goes asEg

3 .
A neutron-unbound state exists in9Li at 4.31 MeV, 0.247

MeV above the neutron decay threshold. Although there
no experimental determinations of this state’s spin-pa
@21#, two shell-model calculations by Mao and Champag
@4# predict it to beJp55/22. Given this spin-parity,p and f
waves are required to form the resonance by neutron cap
Since neutrons around 0.247 MeV are primarilys wave, the
resonance is not expected to contribute much to the c
section. Also,g-ray transitions from this excited state a
throughE2 rather thanE1 radiation, further suppressing it
contribution.

Of the four theoretical estimates shown, two are based
models of the9Li structure, and two are based on the sy
tematics of similar nuclei. Of the model calculations, we a
in sharp disagreement with the spd-shell model calculati
of Mao and Champagne@7# and consistent as an upper lim
with the cluster model calculations of Descouvemont@8#. For
the estimates based on systematics, we are in disagree
with the estimates of Malaney and Fowler@10#, and consis-
tent with the estimates of Rauscheret al. @9#.

Considering their astrophysical interest, radiative capt

FIG. 8. Radiative capture cross sections for8Li( n,g)9Li. The
data points are upper limits measured using the Coulomb disso
tion method with Pb and U targets. All curves are for direct capt
to the ground state, except Malaney and Fowler@10#, which is for
direct capture to the ground state and first-excited state.
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cross sections are often discussed in terms of a reaction
per particle pair,NA^sv&, whereNA is Avogadro’s number,
and ^sv& is given by

^sv&5E
0

`

f~v !s~v !vdv, ~8!

wheref(v) is the normalized Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu
tion, s(v) is the cross section, andv is the relative velocity.
This reaction rate is approximately constant for low-ener
s-wave neutron capture because the cross section for th
rect capture ofs-wave neutrons is proportional to 1/v. By
fitting a function to our data points, we obtain an upper lim
to the reaction rate,NA^sv&,7200 cm3 s21 mole21. This
rate, and the four theoretical estimates, are given in Table

V. CONCLUSIONS

In an inhomogeneous early universe, nucleosynthesi
neutron-rich regions could produce an observable amoun
A . 12 isotopes, whereas the standard big-bang nucleo
thesis ends with the production of7Li. The primary reaction
chain to heavy elements begins with7Li( n,g)8Li( a,n)11B
and has a weaker channel beginning with7Li( a,g)11B. The
8Li( n,g)9Li reaction provides a so-called leak from the p
mary chain, reducing the heavy-element production. T
leak could reduce the heavy-element production by one-
according to Malaney and Fowler@2#. Our data suggest tha
the reduction might not be so large.

We used the Coulomb dissociation method to determ
an upper limit to the8Li( n,g) 9Li radiative capture cross
section. The very small yield from low-Z targets prevented
us from making any estimate of the nuclear contribution
the measured dissociation cross section from high-Z targets.
Without this estimate, our measurement can only be in
preted as an upper limit. Even so, two of the current pred
tions of this cross section are inconsistent with our meas
ment.
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TABLE IV. Reaction rates for the four theoretical estimates a
our data.

Reaction rate
cm3 s21 mole21

Malaney and Fowler@10# 4.293104

Mao and Champagne@7# 2.103104

NSCL-MSU ,0.723104

Descouvemont@8# 0.533104

Rauscheret al. @9# 0.473104
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